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t,r!'frx!r) xot sJ nxn irtnrv, 'fxtD Nlir N!it,
" and heal you shall heal from here we learn that a doctor has permission

to heal"

O)t!r.f.l) tllr.fnf l)>nD l)ngr nfrpy )f..l.l )XynV> )f.lt nvyDt,
l'lDN )tlll"l 'ln) 'lDN ,nr'fn tr^TN onl y)9 ,'tnN tr]N 'lnDy n)n'f
n> ']DN ,N!'ltlJlV 1y Jf] 1) 1, nP f 'f"fDN ,N!''ftlN nDa fi
Jl"lf VfiPn'f, 'f"fDN ,))lnl ltl1N nfn )D 1nDy n)nv Ut)Nn 1tflN
Nln p)rv D)Nv/ 'lf'Tf trfDsy trI9)fn trnN] ln, ']DN ,N'fn
nD^TN ^lfly ln, 'lDN ,J'lfNrD nD f 'f"lDN ,])Ng'tD trnN'f n)n
tlN N']f )D ,nDlNn 'lN 

N']l )D l> ]']DN )1)J )lnn )ln'f ))N
JnJy g))fD nnN] l>'f"lDN ,N'fn J'f]r vfipn trn "fDN ,olfn
ln, "lDN ,1)v'frrll )rtX nr1Nl 'fJ'l'fN N"ff N1n ,1)\U D)N!, "ff'Tl
t):tnt 'fgr"f'fn'f NSI) ))NV/ l)t)X )J)t )lnn 'l)Ntt DnN 'flX
N, lrfNrDD o)tyru nur!, i, r]DN ,nD]ND n yD Nt ]v/f)D]
)rrr D)N trN \yngr ouf ,))lDrl)sn) v/'DN t]nfv/ nD nyDu)
N]n'f )n 'D)N D)D n\V Ntl n y trN] ,n>Iy'D)N t ln)] utf)rD'f
,Ngl]n N]n nDTN Ur)N ,trDn N]n ):rn ,\),il Nln l'f)n 1) ,\D

rr. r]J'f

Rabbi Yishmael and Rabbi Akiva were walking in the streets of
Yerushalayim accompanied by a person . They met a sick man who said to
them "Rabbis, tell ffio, how can I get healed?". They said to him "Take such

and such urtil you will be healed". The man who was with the Rabbis said to
them, "Who made him sick?". The Rabbis answered him, "Hashem". He
then said, "And you mixed into a matter that doesn't concern you. Hashem,
made him sick and you presume to tell him how to get well?".

The sages asked him, "What is your profession?". He answered, "I am a
farmer and behold the scythe is in my hand". They said to him, "Who created
the earth? Who made the vineyard?" He replied, "Hashem". The sages then
asked him, "And you mixed into a maffer that doesn't concern you? Hashem
created the field and you presume to eat its fruit?"

The farmer then replied, "Don't you see the scythe in my hand? If I
would not go out and plow the field, till and cultivate it, nothing would grow
in it". They said to him, "Fool that you ffia, can you not comprehend from
your own work that which is written, "A person's days are like a stalk of
leek". Just as a ffee that is not fertllized, cultivated, and plowed doesn't grow
and even after it grows, if it does not get watered, it withers and dies, so too,
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the body is like the ffee, the fertllizer for the body is medicine, the farmer for
the body is the doctor

This story is perplexing. This person seems to have a legitimate
argument. If "Hakodosh Boruch Hu" is the one who makes one sick, should
He not be the only one to heal? Yet, we all know that throughout the
generations, people, including Tzadikim, have been healed through the
professional ministrations of doctors.

The Rambam and Ramban seem to differ in their outlook on the
advisabilib/ of seeking medical attention. The Ramban writes in Parshas
)nPlnl:

yl12l D)))y )n)I) Nt ,D)t-f trn1 VDrV )XtV;r tll)nt ))t,
,N!'l']t ]l']t)s) Nt!, 1y ,trf1pD n)nn "l)g)'f ,'ff'f Dg'f)l Nt P)),n ))N )f :'IDNU ]D) ))l 

'l]N]9"ln 
D1TD 111A lDVn Nr]

.JNs'f"l

N, ,'frn)ut 'f'fy Dlizl )l tr) ,nN'ff)n 1Dlt o)utly tr)Pr]'sn 1)n 'fl'f
'f'fs] )v/'fy tl)lf tr)N9'f -fi ifin nD'f ... E )N)f)l P1 ,D)N5'f'lf ]u'l^l)
,'Dnl!, NrN ,rl]N'f!"fl oTN ))f )v o>l't 'l)Nv/ tr-IDND N'fn] ...,n
jlry n)n) lv/N )gf tr'TNn n>fi ,tl'fN'fg"lf of'tT n)n N, t)>xv,l
trn))n rn'f ,tl]N'f!"fl ])D trn )rx Jn lN'lf Ngltl)l ,'fNpn !r)'fy
]NfD N5-f) N!"f'f : tr'lDNf trn)'ff N)n 'ff'f .tr)yf9i'l n1PD,
n)n) J'l'fv/''l iltDur 'f-lDN N, ,r]Ng-I, Ng]l, r'fut'l n)n))!,
)D )f ,tl]N9'lnn> Nfl nt'fnn n)nv 'l'f)f x)x ,tf'fNg"fnn
N5'f"f, ]lX ,D))nf trPrn11.41' tn n11yD n)n N, N'ln'l ,nlN'f!"ff
N5]'l N]n :fia> ,n ))'lDN)v/ 'l]fyf Nr] ... 'ftlN'f9"ff 'fDsy -]]9Nt

Pgy 1> JIX V/)N )f"fT tn n1J'lf )fX ... 'f)D .ff'/ )V), >)
rr.tf JN]5lf

"Because when the many Jews were consistent, their lives, including their
health were not governed by natural law. Hashem removed all sickness from
them so that they never needed a doctor or any medical intervention at all as it
is written, "Because, I, Hashem am your doctor".

This is how the Tzadikim lived in the time of the prophets. Since sin caused
them to become ill, they did not go to doctors but to prophets.... What need is
there for doctors amongst people who only seek the will of Hashem? The
Possuk is telling us that people do not need to resort to doctors. They have
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accustomed themselves through their own will to medical intervention. Since
they sought medical relief, Hashem leaves their fate to take a natural course.
This is what is meant by "xs'rr N!"Il", that permission is granted to the doctor
to heal. The Torah does not state that permission is granted to the sick person
to go to doctors. When a sick person goes to a doctor he demonstrates that
he doesn't have absolute faith that everything emanates from Hashem and all
healing can come only from Him, therefore the doctor has permission to heal
him and is not obligated to refrain form doing so However if a person's
relationship to Hashem is one of perfect faith, he may not resort to medicine
and doctors. "

However, the Rambam, when discussing the book of medicines which
Chizkiyahu concealed, writes :

x)ut o)'lf'Tr tf]Ng'lnn D))y n)nv 'lgl7 n)n rtN]s-l Jg9rt
,OnlV/y, 'n y)DV D)"lf'T U, )).t'fJ'f lnf n1Ng1nn n"l'ftl nl)In
lDrn N, "fDN Jlrnr Durn )) .tr))tnr] trlDD D)"ltllD Dn]
])tnt lD, nnN ):x : (1-119 'f)"fTDD) n)=pl 'D'TD)] ,np)y,'f'llNf ])N!']nD 'f)n'f Of"l'T O'TN ))f 'fn)n!rn ']!rNf'f .tl'f''l'fnr'f

.,JJ'f 1)nn 1;1li2rh Jt))] 'f1)9n ,o)'ltln

,'t))yn ), W)1D 'lfl )J1yDVtV )r, ,y)I,D nlt )'ltT -I> )tinf'ln ))N'f
)r'fn trtv/ D1i:l 'fN o]N tr]v/ n)n>vf ,rlN'f!'l ]gll'lfn nDrv ))
fltlfv/ nD ,) nv/'fy n)n'f ,'lg9n ln]N, l)lfttD n)n ,o)r'fnn ]D
l)n N, tr'TN ))l )) 1;1li2rD nN"f "lurNf'f .N!']tlD n)n'f ,']ggl
,"lDNnn nl 'T99n yDV nIN'f .'fl))'f 'ftl'fN l)Dn )ny1n )U 1l3D]D
,t'ffJ n)txn lD ]n)plnt ]gn) ?xt ,ID'f))vn'fD lf v)v nDDl
)rxrt onrn )x j>r fy't)v/f D]Nn urt'tv/Dn] )pn trry'T )!r'f'lff 'l) trN ,ty']n )r'fn - plnn )r]n ]tl]ND N)'lf)!l, p5g >)l ))DD
OV, nl.f) -lV/Nf D)u.fq/n ).fn trn, IDl1) ,.f)prNf .lygr) Nrl V/N.f)

,)I'Dnfy"f -l)D)'f ,)I'fN y)fvrv nD )> N)SD1!, ,nr))Nn nyl
)))n N5)..f.f nN.f5..f )> N)SD1!, fi nl.fN .p 

,D))ptlN.f n)nN.f
. r,,JJl .DDD N!-.ltf NUr)

"The Book of Medicine was a book about healing through ways that the
Torah does not allow. It was only permitted to learn these methods of healing
as part of Torah knowledge, but not to utilize them. However, when mankind
became depraved and began to use this knowledge as a means of healing,
Chizkiyahu removed this book from circulation.
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The Rambam continues:
"There is another interpretation which I heard. King Solomon wrote the

Book of Medicine. If any one became ill or suffered from disease, he would
consult the proper passage in this Book, obey it to the leffer and he would
become healed. However, when Chizkiyahu saw that people were no longer
depending on Hashem for healrn5, he removed this Book from circulation and
hid it. This interpretation is a gross mistake. If someone were to argue that a
hungy person eating bread to relieve his hunger pangs will come to rely on
the bread, and not rely on Hashem , wo answer him, "Fool, don't we thank
Hashem at the time we eat the bread for providing us with this bread and
enabling us to satisfu our hun ger?". So too, a Jew will thank Hashem for
providing him with medicine and creating doctors who are able to provide
him with relief from his illness and suffering."

As we have seen, the Ramban maintains that when a person is sick, he

should seek Hashem's help and not go to doctors. The Rambam seemingly
disputes this and says just as a hungy person must eat to satisfo his hunger
and is not thereby considered lacking in Emunah, so too, a sick person is
permitted to consult a doctor in order to heal himself.

Rav Dessler writes that there is no difference of opinion between the
Ramban andthe Rambam. It depends on the spiritual level of the sick person.
A person on the highest level, who has internalized the perception that
everything that happens to him is decreed by Hashem, will turn to Hashem for
everything that he needs, including his health. The Rambam would agree with
the Ramban that someone on this level should only turn to Hashem for a

cure.

Rav Dessler explains that there is a need to turn to Hashem for a medical
cure. A person's physical illness may very well be a reflection of spiritual
malaise. In former times a person who became ill would turn to the prophets
for advice on how to rectifu his actions by doing Teshuva. By getting to the
root of the problem he would be healed from his physical ailments as well.
The person who went to a doctor seemed to be tryrng to circumvent Hashem
by seeking to be healed without getting to the root of the problem, i.e. doing
Teshuvah for the sin. He writes that someone on such an exalted level is
able to survive without food and drink, like Moshe Rabbeinu at the time of
Matan Torah. Moshe Rabbeinu was still in his physical body, but he states

"bread I did not eat and water I did not drink". His ascent to Heaven at the
time of Matan Torah was a spiritual ascent, and not a physical one.
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Apparently, there is a level at which one can survive miraculously. This is the
level on which the Ramban writes, "What is the need for doctors in the house
of one who does the will of Hashem?".

One who is not on such an exalted level attributes his circumstances to
natural causes also. Hashem conceals His ways from him and interacts with
him through natural means, as the Ramban writes: "Hashem consigrs them to
natural law". Such a person should surely daven to Hashem to heal him, but
he must also go to doctors. When the doctor cures him, he must give thanks
to Hashem for the existence of doctors to cure him.

A person on this level who does not go to a doctor because he wants to
be healed only through Hashem is one who is refered to by the Rambam as

"One whose understanding is warped". A person must always act in
accordance with his spiritual level .

The Peleh Yoetz gives a different interpretation: There are three different
kinds of decrees which are decreed on people. The first one is a decree that a
person will be healthy. This person, even if he does things which are not
good for his health and does not go to doctors, will surely live. Someone
upon whom it was decreed to die, ),'1, even if he guards himself as carefully
and as humanly possible from all the dangers in the world, it is all for naught.
No doctor or medication will be able to save him. The third decree is on a
person who, because of his Aveiros, is being consigned to the dictates of
nature. If this person will guard his health properly, go to the doctor and
follow his advice when necessary, then he will live. However, if he will not
take care of his health and will not seek cures for his ailments, then he will
die. About such a person it is written, . . . "And there are those whose lives
are ended without (seeming) justice". Therefore, each person must try to seek
cures for his sicknesses and not violate the Mitzyah of "and you should gua.rd

your life very carefully". Besides violating this Mitzvah, such a person is also
relying on a miracle, and if he is miraculously cured he is depleting his
merits in Heaven.

A person must always be very careful to guard his health, and if one
)"1 does get sick, he should seek out the most excellent doctors, without
regard to cost. Of course, before anyone turns to doctors, he should realize
that Hashem is the source of all healing and he should first daven to Hashem
to heal him.



We can see how far-reaching and all encompassing is the obligation of
Refuah as we are even allowed to desecrate Shabbos in order to do whatever
is necessary to heal a sick person who is in danger.

May Hashem gant us health, longevity, and no need to rely on doctors
and medicine!



ilrr! nf utrut n tn

A PERSON WHO'S LIFE IS IN DANGER

When a person's life is in danger, it is a illrn to be nlv/ J)nn to save him.2
The n"fltf says oi'n tnt; Mitzvos do not stand in the way of u's: ntp)5.

It is a Mitzvah to be nru Jinn in situations where a life is definitelv in
danger and even in situations of only possible danger as well.3

One should not be neryous and delay perfiorming necessary actions in
order to first ask a Posek, for one who does so according to Chazal is
considered a tr)D^t 1llv., .o

CHAPTER I

WHAT IS CONSIDERED A ilI'9

I . One may be ntvr ))nn if necessary for any illness or situation that poses
a danger to one's life. We are also nav ))nn for even a possible danger to a
life.

For example:
If someone faints and the cause is unknown we are nav )5nn because

there is a possible danger.

2. If someone was careless and brought the danger onto himself, we are still
nrv ))nnfor him if necessary.5

3 . If there is presently no danger, but it is a sickness that could develop into
a danger, we are required to be nav)Jnn if necessary.u

For example:

An abscess under the skin, even though at the present time it is not a danger,
it could spread into the blood stream, and so is considered a n))e.



J)nJv nIn INTERNAL DISoRDERS

I . A physical disorder in any of the internal organs of the body such as the
heart,lungs, liver, etc., is considered ant>o.j ittlr applies onli if there is a
physical disorder, e.g., a wound or growth. If, however, one merely
experiences minor internal pains, it is not considered a n:1o.8

For example:
We may not be nav J)nn for minor stomach cramps even though it is

an internal pain.

2. Severe internal pains, however, are considered a n)fe ple because they
may be an indication of a physical disorder.e

For example:
I ) If someone experiences severe

medical help since this may be an
dangerous illness.

pains in his stomach, he should seek
indication of appendicitis or another

. 
2) If someone suspects kidney stones or gall stones, one may be n:u ))nn

3) If someone experiences chest pains which may be an indication of heart
failure he must seek immediate medical attention.

3. The teeth and gums are also considered internal organs.tt' This applies
only if there are severe pains that affect his entire body. Minor toothaches,
however, are not considered a danger. I I

For example:
I . If someone has a severe toothache and swelling occurs,

one may be nrv))nn since this may be an indication of an infection which is
a n:lg.l2

2. An abscess in the mouth is considered a n:lp.l3

In a situation that a doctor examined the patient and feels that there is no
danger, or when the exact illness is known and there is no danger in waiting
until after nau), one may not be nrv))nn.]a



JJnJv nI'xT, n)D ExTERNAL DISoRDERS

Normally, external disorders do not constifute a n:lo.ls
However, there are a few exceptions:

(a) Any puncture wounds caused by metallic substances are considered a
n:1o.16
(b) Any punctue wounds caused by drty objects are considered a iDro t7

because of the possibility of infection.t*
(c) Any wounds on the top part of the hand or foot are considered a il::p.re

rljTty 
']lfrtD 

BITES AND STINGS

1. A person who is bitten by a rabid animal is considered n)ro:.to Even if
one is unsure whether the animal is rabid, he should still be nrv)inn.

2. A person who was bitten by a poisonous animal, such as a snake or
scorpion, is also considered il:lol. 2t If one is unsure whether or not it was
poisonous, he should still be n:v.r JJnn.22

3. A person who was stung and experiences an allergic reaction is considered
n::o:. 23

DANGER TO THE EYE

In most circumstances, When there is a danger of losing a limb, one is
not allowed to be rtlv/ ))nn (see Section 2 ).'o However,),,rn teach us that
the loss of an eye is considered a n)fe, and therfore one may be nrv.r ))nn to
save it. In order for the condition to fall into the category of nno, the eye
must either be full of puss, tearing profusely from pain, or bleeding.25sudden
blindness or flashes in the eye may also indicate a danger.

If the eye is almost healed, yet these symptoms persist, it is no longer
considered a ntso.26

A mild case of conjunctivitis is not considered a danger.
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FEVER

A person running a high fever is considered nt>ot.27 If there is a slight
fever but it is due to an internal illness, one may be nav ))nn. There is a
controversy in the tr)pele as to what temperature is a person considered
n)fel. ),'Jl })trurl)! nvD,t rules that for an adult, a reading of over l02F is
considered a n::o.28 A child who seems to be suffering immensely, even a
reading of over 100'F, is considered to be in a nlfo. Other tr)pol! disagree
and rule that one must have a very high fever in order to be considered
nt>r,t."

An infant under the age of three months is considered in danger even
for a low fever if the cause is unknown.

GENERAL LIST OF DISORDERS WHICH ARE CONSIDERED A
illto

Note: As stated before, for any condition where there is even a possible
danger to one's life, one must be n:v.r ))nn if necessary. The following is a
partial list of disorders that are considered a n)re.

THIS IS NOT A COMPLETE LIST,
and when in doubt, one must be nrs )Jnn if necessary.

I . heart attack30 (chest pains, feeling of pressure on chest, shorfiress of
breath)
2. difficulty in breathing (asthma attack, choking etc.)
3. stroke3l (confusion, if a person stops talking or starts talking nonsensical
things)
4. internal bleedin gt' Tblack stool, coughirg rlp blood, vomiting dark brown
substance)
5. severe external or prolonged bleeding33
6. wounds which become overly swollen'o or reddened
7 . splinters beneath the nail35

8. wounds incurred by dirty objects36
9. wounds incurred by metallic objects3T
10. rabid animal bites3s
I I . poisonous snake and scorpion bites3e

12. insect bites to allergic personsoo



13. broken bones (if they are protruding from the skinar
swollen, or if dtzziness occurs)
14. spinal injuriesa2
15. severe bumps on head (danger of concussion)43
unconsciousness (even temporary)
16. heat or sun strokea
17 . a woman who gave bilh4s
I 8. loss of consciousnessou
19. very hrgh feveraT

20. seizuresa8

21. consumption or inhalation of poisonson or corrosives
22. a woman who is bleeding during pregnancy
23. significant burns to the body
24. shock

I1

or are overly

or if there is

OTHER EXAMPLES OF gtlr h'f7rs

l. If a small child gets locked in a room, one may be n:v.r )Jnn to release
hirn.50 The reason for this is that it is a n)re for a child to become excessively
frightened. Similarly, if a child becomes lost, one may be n:u' )inn to locate
him because of the possible danger.5r

For example.
If a young child gets locked in a room, and the only way to release him is by
unscrewing the doorknob, one must do so. If help is needed, he may
telephone the fire department for help.

2. In situations of impending disaster such as fire, flood, earthquake or wff,
one must be n:u' ))nn whenever the need arises.s2

3. If a wall or a building collapse and there is a possibility of a living Jewish
person underneath the rubble, one must be n:s, )Jnn to save hin.53

4. If a person is being forced to commit a grave sin, one may not be )Jnn
n)v to prevent him from doing so. However, if the sin involves the ntrrry ,)

(ornr nf)lur ,rt't)"ly r'f)) ,1,,y), and there is a possibiliS, that the person would
grve up his life oun vfi',p )y, then one may be n:u ))nn to save him. This case

has become one of a person in n:ro.5a
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5. It is a n)re for a child not to eat or drink for an entire day, and depending
on the age of the child it may also be a n)re should he not eat for part of thl
day. I{ one has nothing to feed his child, he may be n:u' ))nn to obtain some
food.s5

For example:
1. If one is stuck on the road for Shabbos and has no more food for his

child, he may go to the store (if the child cannot walk there) to buy food and
may carry it back even through a o)ltn ntu't (if he cannot do a ),fpu ).

2. If a child will only eata specific food, one may cook the food to feed
the child if there is no other alternative.
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CHAPTER II

DIAGNOSING A 
'1''!

As mentioned in the introduction, one must be nru' )inn not only when
there is a definite danger to one's life, but even when there is only a possible
danger. If the person's present illness is not one of danger, but could worsen
and become so, one must be nrvr ))nn for him, os well.56 This chapter will
deal with the laws of determining what constitutes a n)re.

DOCTOR'S DIAGNOSIS

l. If any doctor feels that an illness or condition is a n)re one must be )inn
nrv if necessary.5T This applies to both Jewish or non-Jewish doctors.ss
Whenever possible, one should ask an Orthodox Jewish doctor.

2. If there is a disagreement between two doctors as to whether an illness is a
lr)fo or not, one is still nfv/ ))nn. If, however, one doctor is a specialist and
says that the condition is not a n)re, we must listen to him and not be ))nn
lr:u.5n

3. If two doctors feel that an illness is not a n)ro, and a third feels that it is a
n)re, one must go according to the majority and not be nav)Jnn.60 However,
if one of the doctors is a specialist in the field and feels that the situation is a
n)re, one should listen to the specialist and be n:s' ))nn.6r

4. If two doctors feel that an illness is a n)fe, then regardless of how many
feel it is not a il)fo,we consider it a il)fe and one may be nru >rnn.62

PATIENT DIAGNOSIS

1. Chazal teach uslurs) n'lDy'T't) )) ,"aheart knows the bitterness of his soul".
This means that the patient himself could sense if his sickness is severe
enough to warrant nru )'b',n. Therefore, if the patient feels that firv )t)rn is
necessary, one must be n:v.r )Jnn for him.63

2. If the patient feels that there is a n:re, even if a doctor feels that there is no
danger, we are still n:u ))nn.u
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3. This law applies only if the patient's illness was not diagnosed yet.
However, if the illness was dignosed and the patient feels he needs a specific
medicine, but the doctor disagrees and feels that the medicine is not
necessary, then one may not nlu' ))nn.6s If the patient has had a similar
experience in the past and claims that he has benefited from the medicine, he
may be nrut )Jnn.66

4. If the patient feels that there is no need for nru )t)n yet, but the doctor
feels that there is a dan Eat, or even only a possible danger, we are nre JJnn.67

5. If the patient is stubborn and refuses to be rrlu' )Jnn, it must be explained
to him that what he is doing is a ntuu )v nn;on (foolish righteousness), and
that by refusing, he is doing an n"f)t!, not a nt:D.ut

OTHER SITUATIONS

l. In situations when the status of the illness or condition is unknown, any
Jewish person is believed if he says that an illness is a n)le or even a possible
n:fs.6n However, in such circumstances, one should preferably use a non-Jew.
If there is no non-Jew available, then even a Jew may bei)nn.70

2. A non-Jew who is not a doctor or a parilmedical person is not believed if
he says that an illness is a n))e and one may not be rrlu' ))nn based on his
words.Tl
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CHAPTER III.

FORwHOM MAYWE BE J)nn

One must be n:u JJnn if necessary for any Jewish person who's life is in
danger. This applies to man, woman, or child.72

FETUS

1. If a fetus is in danger one must be n:v.r )Jnn to save it.73 Even if the fetus
is less than forty days old, we may be n:u ))nn to save it.7a

For example:
a) If a woman begins to bleed heavily, one may call a doctor and have it

checked out.
b) If a woman stops feeling fetal movements, she may call a doctor and

have it checked out.

2. Years ago, a child born in the eighth month was unable to survive and was
considered a )l:. It was not permiffed to be ntv/ ))nn for it. In our times, with
the use of incubators, it is possible for a baby bom in the eighth month or
earlier to survive. Therefore, the Poskim rule that nowadays one may be ))nn
nrv even for a baby born in the eighth month.75

Similarly one may be n:u JJnn for a premature baby who has the possibility
of surviving by maturing in an incub ator.76

In these situations, if the baby will surely not be able to live and it is only a
question of nyv )rD (extending life) one may not be nle ))nn.77

NYV ''I1 EXTENDING LIFE

In a situation when saving the person's life entirely is not possible, one must
still be n:u ))nn to extend his life. Every moment of ones life is precious and
we are nav )Jnn to extend it for even a second.
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CHAPTER IV.

WHAT ONE MAY DO

When a person's life is in danger, one must do everything possible to save
his life. However, one may only do those actions which are needed to save his
life. One may not be nre ))nnjust in order to avoid a great inconvenience.

For example:
If someone must carry nitroglycerin or adrenaline, etc. with him at all times,

he may not carry it with him to Shul if he must go through a o)r"ln rlu'"l
(public domain), since he has the alternative of staying home. Such a person
should stay at home. (Note: if one only has to go through a lr)ntl, he may
carry it in an abnormal way in order to go to Shul.) In a case of necessity, a
Rabbinic authority should be consulted.

2. From Wednesday on, one should preferably not begin treatments or
procedures which can be delayed if this would cause a need for nre )t)rn .

The reason for this is that from Wednesday a person is obligated to ensure
that no nru h)rn will have to be done on nrv.,.78

For example .

A person needs surgery. For a few days after the surgery he will have to take
blood tests. If the situation is not urgent he should have the surgery done from
Sunday through Tuesday. If the surgery was done within three days of
Shabbos he still must do what ever is necessary.

CONFIRMED TREATMENT

A person may only be nav ))nn to undergo a confirmed and proven
fieatment. One may not be nrv., SJnn to use an unproven treatment.Te
However, even if the success rate is only minimal for a proven treatment, one
may still be nru JJnn to have the freafinent done.80

For example:
One may have chemotherapy done on Shabbos if it cannot be posQoned.

This is permissible because this treatment can help cure people. However, if
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someone wants to use a homeopathic medicine which has no proven success
rate as of yet, he may not be nlu ))nn to obtain it.

NEEDS WHICH ARE NOT ESSENTIAL

Many Poskim rule that one may be tfvr ))nn for a n)fe 'n v)v n)tn to
provide even health needs which are not necessary in saving his life.
However, some Poskim rule that one may only be nru ))nn for needs of great
necessity or for those that are necessary in saving the person's life. One
should be ttnnD concerning Nrt))-t]N't )'tle)N.

For example:
1 . If a doctor feels that a cerlain medicine would be beneficial for the patient,

yet, not essential, there is a nin)nn among the Poskim as to whether or not it
is permitted to be nrvr J)nn to obtain it.

If there is even a slight possibility that the patient's condition may
worsen without this medicine, then one should be n:u'))nn,to obtain it.8r

2. Apatient in ahospital who needs to relieve himself, may buzz for a nurse.
Preferably he should do this in an abnormal way.

EMOTIONAL NEEDS

ln many cicumstances the emotional well being and calmness of the
patient may have an impact on his recovery. In such situations, one may be
nru ))nn for needs which will emotionally uplift or calm the patient.s2

For example:
Someone may accompany the patient to the hospital to help calm the

patient if this would benefit his recovery process.

If there is a concern that the patient's mind will become unstable if
every request is not obeyed, then one may even be nru' )Jnn when necessary
to do whatever the patient requests.s3

For example:
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Normally, one may not send a message to a Tzadik to daven for a sick
person if it involves nrvr )t)rn. However, if not doing so would cause the
patient to become emotionally unstable one may do so on nlu'.

KOSHER FOOD

l. One may be nrv.r 55nn to obtain kosher food for a patient if the only other
available food is not kosher .*o It however, the patient does not mind eating
non-kosher food or if the food is only Rabbinically forbidden one should not
be n:v.r ))nn.8s

2. One should not be nrv/ ))nn to obtain kosher food for a child.86

MINIMIZING THE NIVV);N

In necessary sifuations, one may do any prohibition for a ia v)v n)rn
n)fe. However, when no harm will come to the n)ln, or when delaying will
surely not increase the dan5et, the nru' )t)>n should be minimized as much as
possible.8T

l. Any nrx)n which is done in an unusual way is not a Nn))ltN'r'tle)x (Torah
prohibition), but rather, a 1:r'tr -tlo)N (Rabbinical prohibition). Therefore, if
possible, one should do things in an abnormal way in order to diminish the
amount of n:u )t)tn being done.8S

For example:
A) If someone must carry medicine through a tr)r'tn riur't (public domain), he
should try to carry it in an unusual manner, such as under his shirt.

B) If someone must turn on a light for the patient, he should turn it on with
his elbow, or in any other unusual manner.

C) A telephone should be knocked offin an unusual way i.e. using an elbow.

D) Many times a doctor or hospital requires written consent for medical
procedures done. If possible, one should write the consent in an unusual
fashion .
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E) One who is suffering from asthma may turn on a nebulizer. If possible, it
should be turned on in an unusual way.

2. Even if only a Rabbinical prohibition is involved, one should try to do it
with a )r))v/.

IN SITUATIONS WHERE DOING A TITTu WILL CAUSE A DELAY
WHICH MIGHT BE DANGEROUS, ONE SHOULD BE JJNa IN THE
NORMALWAY ! 89

O'1IY'Y)] g.YD, MINIMIZING THE AMOUNT

l. One may be nru ))nn to obtain the quantity of food needed for the patient,
but not for anything more than that amount required.eO

For example:
A) When necessary, it is permitted to cook food for a n)'tn, but only the
amount that is required. If there is an excess of food in the pot, it should be
removed prior to placing the pot on the fire to cook.

B) If medicine must be carried through a o)lrn tlv/"f for a n)'rn, one should
only carry the amount necessary for Shabbos. If the medicine is being
purchased in a pharmacy, one should spill out or glve back to the pharmacist
all of the extra medication not needed for that Shabbos (assuming he will be
able to obtain more after Shabbos).

C) In situations where trying to be careful would incur a delay which might
be dangerous, one should not "waste" time fiying to minimize the amount of
nav )r)rn being done.

EMERGENCY TRANSPORTATION

l. If possible one should use a non-Jewish driver. This would avoid many
complications.
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2.lf a Jewish driver is being used one should try to minimize the ntu' h)rn as
much as possible.

a) The doors should be opened and closed in a abnormal way since a light
will normally go on and off.

b) Excess objects should be removed from the vehicle.

c) The ignition should be turned on in a abnormal way.

d) One should try to avoid unnecessary stops and should coast to a stop when
necessary to avoid turning on the brake lights.

d) One should go to the closest facility rHrless the more distant one is superior.

e) When reaching the destination the motor may not be tuned off. One should
hint to a non-Jew to turn off the motor. If this is not possible one may tell a
non-Jew to turn it off.

IN SITUATIONS WHEN TRYING TO MINIMIZE MAY CAUSE A
DELAY WHICH MIGHT BE DANGEROUS, ONE SHOULD DO
EVERYTHING IN THE NORMAL WAY

RETURNING HOME

l. An ill person or one who accompanies an ill person may not do any Torah
prohibitions in order to return home.

2. lf the person is still ill Rabbinical prohibitions are permitted if necessary.
He may be driven back home by a non-Jewish driver if necessary. There is a
dispute whether the one accompanying is permitted to return home. A
Rabbinical authority should be consulted.

3. Laws pertaining to medical personal are complicated and a competent
authoriff should be consulted.
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DOING A N)X,D THROUGH A NON-JEW
ORA CHILD

l. One is not obligated to, and according to many Poskim, should not ask a
non-Jew to do the nrx)n needed, but rather he should be nav Jinn himself.el
Of course, if the non-Jew is more competent, one should ask the non-Jew.

2. One does not have to and should not give the tasks which require nrv/ )t)rn
to a child.e2

The reason for the above two ntr)n is that Chazal were concerned that if
these tasks were always given to non-Jews or children, people would
mistakenly assume that rrru )r)rn is only permitted through non-Jews and
children. If a situation would later arise where a non-Jew or a child would not
be available, people would refrain from being nre ))nn .

DOING N)X,DTHROUGH A WOMAN

I . When it is neccesary to be nlvr ))nn for a n)ro 'D v)v n)ln, if both a man
and woman are available, the man should be the one to be nrvr ))nn.e3 The
reason for this is that Chazal were concerned that women might mistakenly
think that it is preferable not to be n)v ))nn, and therefore the men are
refraining from it. This would cause women to also refrain. Therefore, Chaza|
declared that men should preferably be grven the tasks that will entail )t)rn
ntut.

NEEDLESS TO SAY: If the woman, child, or non-Jew are more capable,
or if there is no man present in an emergency situation, any one of them
should do the tasks and be nru JJnn.ea
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CHAPTER V

LAWS OF YOLEDES

A woman who gave birth or is in the process of giving birth, is considered a
n)fo '':,v;vn)ln, and one must be n:ut ))nnfor all hernecessary needs.es

WHO IS CONSIDERED A NlA)

1. A woman is considered a yoledes from the time she experiences one of the
following three signs:

(A) when she is sitting on the birthing table or bed and is ready to grrre

birth.e6

(B) when she is bleeding heavily"

(C) when she is no longer able to walk on her own'*

Once a woman experiences any one of these signs, she has the laws of a
Yoledes and one must be n:u ))nn for her necessary needs.

2. Even before experiencing one of these symptoms, one must be nru' J)nn
for her needs which will not be able to be done at alater time.ee

For example:
One may call the doctor and drive to the hospital when neccesary even

before experiencing any of these signs since it cannot be pushed offto alater
time. It is extremely important to ensure that there is ample time to reach the
hospital.

3. If a woman is unsure if the labor is true or false, she must still have it
checked out. We are rrre 5)nn even for a possible danger to a life.100

THE PERIOD OF A YOLEDES

THE FIRST THREE DAYS:

I . A woman is considered a Yoledes from the time of the onset of any of the
three symptoms discussed earlier, until three days after the delivery.ror Even
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if the woman herself feels that being nfu ))nn is unnecessary, one is still
nru ))nn for her needs.lo2

2. There is a dispute among the Poskim how to calculate these three days.
Most Poskim rule that these are a complete three days, e.g. seventy-two hours
from the time of birth. Others rule that the day of delivery is considered one
day regardless of the time of the day the baby was born. In that case, one may
only be neu ))nn for two days after the day of the delivery. Preferably, a non-
Jew should be used for any nru )'btn during the questionable time.rO3 If a
non-Jew is unavailable, even a Jewish person may be used.le

For example:
A woman delivered a baby at 2:00 p.m. on Wednesday, causing her

ttrird day to fall out on n)v. It is questionable whether one may be nru ))nn
for her, and when necessary, a non-Jew should preferably be used. If this is
impossible, even a Jewish person may be used until 2:00 p.m. on Shabbos
day.

3. A woman who was discharged from the hospital on nre and her needs are
not properly being attended to making her conditions very unpleasilt, may be
driven home on Shabbos since she is considered a me 'tr v)v nln.
Preferably, one should use a non-Jewish driver. However, if she has an
alternative to stay in the hospital even if it will cost a great sum of money, she
may not return home on Shabbos. If she however feels that it would be better
for her at home she may be driven home by a non-Jew.

THREE DAYS UNTIL SEVEN DAYS:

1. From three days after the delivery until seven days after the delivery,
is also trre ))nn in necessary situations. However, if the Yoledes feels
nav)t)rn in unnecessary, w€ are not nav>rnn.r06

2. If a nursemaid or a doctor feel that nav )t)n is necessary, we are n)v))nn
even if the Yoledes feels that it is unnecessary. 107

3. If the Yoledes herself feels that nts' )t)n is necessary, even if the doctor
feels that it is unnecessary, we are still nru 5)nn for her.lo8

one
that
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AFTER SEVEN DAYS:

l. After seven days a woman is no longer considered to be ru>o:. However,
she still has all the laws of a iDre E }1vl n)rn until thrty days after the
birth.tto (Th. laws of a nlte E I1y n)tn will be discussed in Chapter ).

2. Many Poskim rule that if a Yoledes feels cold, even after seven days, she
is considered a il))otr and one may even be n:u ))nn to warm her.tttothers
maintain that this only applies until seven days after the birth. Therefore a
non-Jew should be used in such circumstances.l12

3. A woman who had a casearean birth may be in danger for longer than
seven days.

MISCARRIAGE AND STILLBORN

If a woman l,'n has a miscarriage or a stillbirth, all the laws of a Yoledes
apply to her.rr3lf the miscarriage was within forty days of conception, she
does not have the laws of a Yoledes.t to

WHAT MAY ONE DO FOR ANI'_'

l. One should do everything necessary in order to ensure the health of the
Yoledes and her baby, even if it will entail me )r)rn.

2. Preferably, one should do any necessary nrx)n with a )D)v/ (an urusual
way). If this is not possible, one should do whatever is necessary in the
normal way. ttt
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SPECIFIC LAWS REGARDING A YOLEDES

l. Once a woman reaches her ninth month, she should try to make all the
necessary preparations to avoid or diminish n:u )r)rn in case she will go into
labor on Shabbos.llu

For example:
(A) If one will be usin g a t:axi to go to the hospital, one should set aside
money for the driver before Shabbos. If possible, arrangements should be
made before Shabbos to be able to pay the taxi driver after Shabbos.

(B) If one has a speed dialer on his telephone, he should install the numbers
of the doctor and the taxi before Shabbos. This would diminish the amount of
nrv )r)rn being done.

2. Awoman is notrequiredto stay in the vicinity of the hospital for Shabbos
on the chance that she might go into labor on Shabbos. However, if she feels
the onset of labor before Shabbos begins, even though she would not
regularly go to the hospital yet, she should nevertheless go this time in order
to avoid nlu )'t)rn.tt7

3. If one has to call a taxicab on Shabbos, he should preferably knock the
telephone off the hook and dial in an unusual way in order to diminish the
amount of n:v.r )l)tn.ll8 The telephone should not be refurned to the hook
unless an essential call is expected .

4. Preferably, if one must go to the hospital on Shabbos, he should use a non-
Jewish driver.rre 1ry1.n using a non-Jewish driver, one should ask the driver
to open and close the car door, since this action normally causes a light to go
on and offin the car.r2O The driver should be asked to carry all the essentials
if possible. If the driver must be paid on Shabbos one should not accept any
change.

5. If only a Jewish driver is available, he may be used to drive the woman.
However, he should try to minimize the amount of n:u )r)rn in every
possible way.t"

6. A woman may go to the hospital where she is registered, even if there is a
hospital closer to her home.t22This law applies only if her doctor practices
there or the services are better than the closer hospital. However, if the only
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consideration for using the more remote hospital is rnonetary, then one may
not go to that hospital on Shabbos.'"

7 - A woman may be accompqqied by her husband or any one she needs to
coach her throughout the labor.r2o

8. Once the woman arrives at the hospital, she may no longer be ;1lu' i)nn
until she experiences one of the three symptoms discussed earlier. However,
she may ask a non-Jew to attend to her needs, even if they will involve h)rn
nrv. she may therefore use the elevator if a non-jew pushes the buttons.
Rabbinical prohibitions are permitted to be done in um unusual way since she
generally would be a t>vn) )t: and has the laws of a n)te ll }try n)rn .

9. A woman may have an epidural on Shabbos when necessary.'2s

10. If upon reaching the hospital, the woman finds out that the labor is false,
she may not return home on Shabbos. If she is in pain or in a condition to be
considered a nDe ll }1s n)tn, and it would help her to be at home, she may
return home with a non-Jewish driver providing that she is within the Tchum
of Shabbor. 

t'u

LAWS PERTAINING TO NURSING

l. A woman may express her milk in order to encourage the baby to start
nursing.l27

2. A woman may not express milk to store for later use. This is prohibited
because of the nrx)n of i:rsn. 
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3. If the baby needs the milk but cannot nurse, the milk can only be
expressed through a non-Jew. In a sifuation where there is no non-Jew
available and the child will have nothing to eat, she may express the milk.
However, if it is possible to nurse even with extreme difficulty, one may not
be n:u'))nn.

4. If a woman is engorged and is in pain, she may express her milk onto the
floor or any place where it will go to waste.tz0ll she must use a pump she may
use a manual pump and should put a substance into the pump which would
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immediately render the milk unfit for consumption, e. g. detergent. If an
electric pump must be used an Halacha authority should be consulted.

5. If a woman's nipples zre sore and painful, she may not rub oil into them. If
the soreness will inhibit the feeding of the baby, it is permitted.l30

6. Oinfinents, such as Vaseline, should be dabbed with a )D)e, not rubbed
into the nipples.r3r
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SECTION II.

lIX 
'1I'! 

DANGER TO A LIMB

INTRODUCTION

When there is a danger in losing a limb, but no danger to the person's life,
one may not violate a Torah prohibition to save the 1imb.r32 Rabbinical
prohibitions, however, are permitted to be performed.l33 The following
chapters will 11,,)N discuss what is considered a 'tfN tDro, which actions are
permitted and which are prohibited in such circumstances.

WHAT IS CONSIDERED A DANGER TO A LIMB

l. When there is a danger in losing a limb it is considered a -lrN nDe.

2. If there is no danger in losing the limb entirely, but there is a danger that
the limb will become handicapped, it is also considered a "nN tDre.

3. When there is a danger of losing an eye, however, it is considered a tDro
tf'fvr!) and one must be ntv/ ))nn when necessary to save it. (see Section
I ).t'o

PERMISSIBLE ACTIONS

One may not violate any Torah Prohibition in order to save a limb.
However, Rabbinical prohibitions are permissible. I 3s

o',tly) n"t)nN Telling A Non-Jew

One may ask a non-Jew to do any nrx)n to salvage a limb.l36

For example:
If one's finger is severely cut and there is a danger of losing the finger if not
promptly treated, one may ask a non-Jewish doctor to treat it on Shabbos
regardless if a nrx)n will be done. A non-Jew may be asked to drive him to
the emergency room, if necessary. (NOTE: The n)tn must be careful not to
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open the car doors himself as this would normally cause a light to be turned
on). ( NOTE: If there is a danger of infection even a Melocho may be done.)

tl))e y,y nrnro' A Prohibition Done In An Unusual Way

Only a nrx)n done in the usual way is forbidden
from the Torah. A nrx)n done in an unusual way is only a Rabbinical
prohibition. Therefore, if there is a danger to a limb, one may do a nrx)n in
an abnormal *uy.ttt

For example:
A person has a very severe infection, and there is a danger of the limb

becoming permanently handicapped if not treated promptly. The necessary
medicine must be carried through a a o)r'Iil nlv/'t (public domain) in order to
reach the n)tn. One may carry it in an unusual woy, i.e. under his shirt,
because this would only be a Rabbinical prohibition.
(Note: most places are a ir)ntr and carrying only involves a Rabbinical
prohibition.)

nJpln muktza

I . One may move muktza object for someone who is in danger of losirl g a
limb.For example:

If someone breaks a hand or finger and there is a danger of losing it urless
it will be splinted promptly, one may use a piece of wood to use as a splint.

Medication on Shabbos

Normally, one may not take medication on Shabbos. ln a situation of n)fe
JlN, it is permitted.l38

For example:
If someone has a severe infection which could spread and handicap a limb,

one may take medication on Shabbos to treat it.
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Melocho done by two people

Any nrx)n normally done by one person is only prohibited from the Torah
if done by one person. If it is done by two people, it is a Rabbinical
prohibition.

For example:
If a splint is needed to set a broken bone (in a situation of a 'ttN n:ro),

but it must be brought in through a o)r"fn rrlurl, two people may carry it since
it would normally be carried by one person.

Using a telephone

According to most Poskim talking on a telephone only involves a
Rabbinical prohibition.r3e It is therefore permissible to talk on a telephone in
a situation of "frN n)re. The lifting of the phone off the hook and the dialing
may involve a Torah prohibition and should be done in an unusual way (i.e.
with an elbow and with the pinky finger).

OTHER RABBINICAL PROHIBITIONS

There are many other Rabbinical prohibitions which are permitted to be
done for t:x n))e. When in doubt, one should ask a competent authority.
(See also section three for prohibitions which are set aside even for situations
where there is no 'rrN n))e.)too
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SECTION 3

n'tr'o lI fr;g n tn

wHo rs CONSTDERED A ilrf! tr plg n^n

l. Any person who is ill to the extent that he has to be in bed, is a )l:
t>vn>.'ot

2. Even if one is physically able to walk arotHrd, yet he feels that he really
should be in bed, he is still considered a t>vn))$.

3. One who feels sick throughout his entire body but could walk around and
is not bedridden has the laws of at>vn)rst.ra2

For example:
If one has a fever and does not feel well, even if he is able to walk around,

he is considered a ntr )r n)tn since he has a condition which affects his entire
body. Any condition in which there is severe pain will generally go under this
category.

THE NEEDS OF CHILDREN

l. The laws of Dre tt }ye n)tn apply to small children for all their health
needs.la3

There is a dispute ilmong the Poskim up to what age this n>)n applies.
Some Poskim say until the age of nine or tenr4 (depending on the child's
strength). Others maintain that this applies only to smaller children.
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2. If a child has nothing to eat for the entire Shabbos, or part of Shabbos
depending on the age of the child, it is considered ntull n)re and if necessary
one may be n:u ))nn to obtain food for the child.ras

i]''J COLD

Chazal teach us " iDrJir )sx or)tn ))n " (every one is
considered ill in regard to cold). Therefore, it is permissible to ask a non-
Jew to turn on the heat on a very cold day. If there are small children present
it is permissible to tell the non-Jew to turn on the heat even if it is not such a
cold day ta6 (In such a circumstance it is permissible for an adult to derive
benefit from the heat.)

WHATONE MAYDO

Nonnally, one may not do any Torah prohibition or Rabbinical
prohibition for a n))e t: }ye nhn. However, there are some exceptions.

E '"))YJ NIINX TELLING A NON-JEW

1. One may ask a non-Jew to do any n:x)n for a n)fo lt ls.qy,p n tn.raT

For example:
I . If one needs to cook food for a n))e E }1y,1 n)ln,
he may ask a non-Jew to cook the food for him.
Note: D,"t)y )lutst, food cooked by a non-Jew, is permitted on Shabbos for a
nDo tr INsr nrtn.las In regard to the utensils, see footrote.

2. A non-Jewish doctor may set a broken bone and put
on a cast if the patient is in a lot of pain.

RABBINICAL PROHIBITIONS

Any Rabbinical prohibition is permitted if it is done in an unusual way.toe
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For example:
l. If one needs medicine which must be carried through a nr)nrr (a place
which is not a oEtil ntu''r but lacks an eiruv), one may carry it in an unusual
woY, i.e. under his shirt. This is only a Rabbinical prohibition and is
therefore permitted in this abnormal way.

2. According to some Poskim if the Rabbinical prohibition cannot be done
in an unusual way, one may do it in the nonnal way.tto

tlltt, ,,ty n)xrD

A Torah Prohibition done in an abnormal way is only a Rabbinical
prohibition. There is a dispute itmong the Poskim whether this is permitted in
a case of a ilfe E ypy nrn.lsl One should only use this Heter when there is
no alternative.

MUKTZA

Using or moving muktza items is questionable. Therefore, one should only
move them with a )l))v/.r52 Jf this cannot be done some Poskim permit it in the
normal way.'t'

For example:
If one severely sprains a finger and is in great pain, he should preferably

use a non-muktza item as a splint. If this is not possible, even a muktza item
may be used.

NTV),IXI''I MEDICATION

In a situation of minor aches and pains it is forbidden to take medication on
Shabbos (see section four). There is a dispute among the poskim whether a
n)lo lr]txv.r nhn is permitted to take medication on Shabbos.l54 The Minhag
of most people is to allow the taking of medication on Shabbos for a n)rn
n)fg E 119.

For example:
(A) If one is bedridden or feels sick throughout his body as a result of a
severe headache, he may take medication to relieve the pain. (This applies to
any severe pain, such as a severe toothache, etc.)
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(B) If a baby has a bad diaper rash, one may dab on ointment to the affected
area on Shabbos.
(NOTE: One should dab the ointment in an unusual way(i.e. the back of a
spoon ) without smearing it so as not to do the nrx)n of nrnn.)

(C) One may be given an enema or take laxatives for constipation if the
pain is severe and renders him in the category of n:ro )f }py.l nrtn.l55

(D) If someone has a very bad case of diarrhea he may take the necessary
medication. CNote: if a small child has a severe case of diarhea it could be
dangerous, and a doctor should be contacted.)156

(E) Someone who is extremely neryous and cannot firnction properly without
tranquilizers has the law of ltrn )r r)tn and may take tranquilizers.

SHOTS AND INJECTIONS:

Many Poskim permit Subcutaneous and intramuscular injections on Shabbos
for a n)f9 )1 p1y n)tn.'" injections into the vein, however are not permitted.
NOTE: If the area must be cleaned with alcohol, one should not use a cotton
swab. This is rrpx under the n:x)n of p"t5D. One should clean it with his
hand instead. A Q-tip may also be used.

2) If one needs to apply a cold compress on a wound, he may take a clean
towel and wet it
NOTE: One must be careful not to squeeze out the towel as this would be
the nrx)n of ilutns.l58

Measuring temperature and blood pressure

1. It is permissible take the temperature of a nDo E I1e n)lnl5n

2. Similarly, one make take his blood pressure on Shabbos.
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OTHER RABBINICAL PROHIBITIONS

l. There are many other situations where a Rabbinical prohibition would be
permitted to be done in an abnormal way. A competent Posek should be
consulted.

rhN NY?D MINOR ILLNESS

If a person has a minor illness such as a low fever, he may ask a non-
Jew to do an 'pr"t't t'te)N for him.l60 (However, itis forbidden for him to take
medication.)

For example:
If someone with a mild fever is cold and needs a blanket to warm himself, he

may ask a non-Jew to bring it to him, even if there is no rl't)y (in a nt)nl)
because this is only a Rabbinical prohibition.
NOTE: Many places may have the law of a o)r'tir ttlvr't which would be a
Torah prohibition.
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SECTION 4

O'UIN''I MINORAILMENTS

Introduction

One of the thirty-nine Melochos of Shabbos is the n:x)n of ptu (gnndmg)
The preparation of medication often requires grinding. Chazal were rttr that
it is not permitted to use medication on Shabbos lest one forget and grind an

ingredient.r6r According to many Poskim this prohibition only applies to
minor ailments. For ailments which render a person a n)lo )t yNs, nhn one

may take medication.l62 Only medications which are for healing purposes are

forbidden. Certain vitamins and pills are not included in this prohibition since

they are not considered a nNlet. This section will deal with this prohibition
and other laws regarding minor ailments.

WHAT IS CONSIDERED A MINOR ACI{E

l. Any ache or pain which does not involve the entire body, or does not
cause a person to be bedridden is considered to be in this category.
(If the person has a minor illness it is considered a r)tn nrpn - see section 3)

Some examples are:

a) a minor headache, toothache, or sore throat
b) mild heartburn or stomach-ache
c) runny nose, mild cough or congestion
d) cuts or bruises (NOTE: some cuts are considered a nlro)
e) sprained limb
f.) upset stomach or constipation
g) minor sunburn i\
h) sores in the mouth (NOTE: an abscess in the mouth is considered a nlrv.)
i) minor backache
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RABBINICAL PROHIBITIONS

One may not do any Rabbinical prohibition for someone who has only
minor aches and pains. He may not ask a non-Jew to do anything for him,
even if it only involves a Rabbinical prohibition.163

PROHIBITION OF MEDICATION

l. As explained in the introduction, one may not do anything or take any
medication on Shabbos to relieve aches and pains.

For examples:
a) One may not take Tylenol to relieve a minor headache.
b) One may not gargle with salt water to relieve the pain of a sore throat.
c) One may not apply ointment to a sore to relieve the pain.
d) If one has minor heartburn, he may not take antacid to relieve the pain.
e) If one has a congested nose, he may not use an inhaler to relieve the
congestion.

D One may not use tranquilizers for mild conditions.

2. Not only is taking medication prohibited on Shabbos, but doing things
for nxnr is also prohibited.l6a However, in cases when the nxrll cannot be
accomplished with the use of medicine, in situations of pain, one is permitted
to do things for relieLr6s

For example:
If a baby is mildly constipated, one may not massage the baby's stomach to

relieve the constipationl66 because medication is sometimes used to relieve
constipation. However, if someone were to get sfung or a bump, he may
press on it with the cold blade of a knife to prevent the swelling since this is
normally not done with medication. t6T
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MIXING MEDICINE INTO FOOD

Medications which require to be mixed into food and were mixed into the
food before Shabbos, may be taken on Shabbos.168

For example:
One may prepare Alka Seltzer before shabbos for use on shabbos.

According to many Poskim this Heter applies to any medication which is
mixed into food before Shabbos (even if this is not the normal way to take the
medicin.).tun

For example:
One may crush aspirin into applesauce before Shabbos to be taken on

Shabbos.

PREVENTATIVE MEDICATIONS

One may take medication on Shabbos if he is not ill but takes it in order not to
become ill.

For example:
If one is fasting on Sunday he may take asprin on Shabbos in order to

prevent himself from developing a headache on Sunday.

2. One may apply oil to his hands in order to prevent them from becoming
chapped.

FOODS OF HEALTI{Y PEOPLE

Even though Chazal prohibited the use of medication on Shabbos, one
may eat any food item which a healthy person would eat even if he is only
eating for nxn'r purposes.tto
For example:
(A) If one suffers from a case of diarrhea, he may eat bananas to relieve
himself. Even though his intent is to relieve himself, since it is a food which
healthy people eat, it is permitted.
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(B) If one has a sore throat, he may suck a candy to relieve the pain since
candies are a food which healthy people also eat. Similarly he may mix honey
in his tea since healthy people would also do so. However, sore throat
lozenges are prohibited since these are nonnally not eaten by healthy people.

(C) If one is very nervous, he may drink alcoholic beverages even though his
whole intention is for its tranquilizing effects.

TREATMENT WHICH DOES NOT HEAL

One may do things which do not actually heal on Shabbos to protect oneself
from paitr.ttt

For example:
a) If someone has an earache, he may stuff cotton into his ear.

b) If someone gets a cut, he may put on a bandage to protect it.
c) If someone sprains his arm, he may put on a sling to hold it up.
d) One may take his temperature on Shabbos to see if he is ill (but not with
an electric thernometer).

Normally, applyirg medicine to a sore, etc. is prohibited. However, one

may apply an ointment which healthy people generally use and apply it to his
sore,172

For example:
One may apply baby oil to irritated baby's skin because it is normal to

apply baby oil on a healthy baby.

MEDICATION FORA HEALTHY PERSON

The prohibition of Chazal not to take medication on Shabbos applies
only if one takes the medication for the purpose of nxnt (healing an illness).
Many drugs are not considered nNl!"t and are permitted to be taken on
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Shabbos. However, there are certain drugs which even a healthy person is
not permitted to take.

SUBSTANCES TO STRENGTHEN ONESELF

l. According to many Poskim, even if someone is healthy but is physically
weak, he may not do things or take medication to sfiengthen himself.rT3

2. One may not have a massage to strengthen oneself.

VITAMINS

A healthy person who wishes to take vitamins in order tostay strong or to
prevent himself from getting sick is permitted to take them on Shabbos
because his objective is not to heal.tTa However, a person who has a
weakness and wishes to take vitamins to strengthen himself is not permitted
to take them on Shabbos.rT5

SLEEPING PILLS

Sleeping pills are perrnitted for someone who cannot fall
asleep and is in great distress.lT6

OTHER CONDITIONS

l. Bad breath: One may gargle with mouthwash to remove bad breath. Bad
breath is not considered a sickness and does not go into the category of
nNrg't. 'tt

2. Sweet voice: AChazan may gargle raw eggs in order to make his voice
sound sweet. This is also not considered a nxlgt.tt*

3. Intoxicated person: One may not use medication to sober an intoxicated
person if the chosen medication has some medical uses, too. Other non-
medicinal methods are permitted because intoxication is not considered an
illness.

4. It is pennissible to use a deodorant spray on Shabbos (but a stick may not
be used).
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CUTS, SPLINTERS AND BLISTERS

CUTS

Many types of cuts are considered a n)fe and should be treated
accordingly (see section l).

1. One may clean a cut with alcohol since this does not heal the cut.
Antibacterial ointment such as Bacitracin or Polysporin should only be used if
there is a danger of infection. In such a situation, it should not be smeared but
rather dabbed on the cut.

2. One should not clean or wipe off the blood with a cloth because of the
nrx)n of v:ts (dyein$ .r7e A tissue may be used. If there is no alternative, a
cloth may be used.l8o

3. A bandage is permified to be used on Shabbos. One should preferably
open some bandages before Shabbos. If there are no open bandages, one
may tear open the wrapper (being careful not to tear the words).
A medicated bandage may not be used on Shabbos. However, if the cut has
healed and one wants to use a medicated bandage just for protection, it is
permitted. rsl

4. One should be careful not to make blood come out on Shabbos. This is
prohibited because of the lle)N of making a n''tnn. One should not press very
hard on a cut if this would cause more blood to flow out. Similarly, if one's
mouth is bleeding, one should not suck out some blood.l82

STITCHES

Stitching a cut on Shabbos could involve a Torah prohibition. The
halochos regarding stitches are as follows:

I . If there is a danger of infection or severe blood loss, then even a Jewish
doctor may stitch the cut. One should try to minimize the chillul done as set
out in section l.

2. If there is no danger but the wound will heal better with stitches, a non-
Jewish doctor may be used.l83
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SPLINTERS:

If someone gets a splinter on Shabbos, it may be removed. One may use a
needle or a tweezers to remove it, but should try not to make any blood come
out. Even if the removal will definitely cause some blood to come out, some
permit it.r8a

BLISTERS:

If someone has a blister with puss and it is painful, he may burst the blister to
remove the puss. @ven if the puss is mixed with blood, it is permitted since
this blood is not considered y)rl and there is no ''fletN of nrnn.) However, if
his intent is to open it up to let air get into it, it is prohibited, and it is an -rtvlN

Nn))'l]N'r. t*t



DAVENING FORAN ILL PERSON

l. Shabbos is a day of menucha and joy. One may not do anything which
causes distress. Therefore, one may not daven for an ill person on Shabbos

since this will remind him of the illness and cause him distress.

2. If the person is a n)fe la v)v n)tn and there is an immediate danger to his

life, one may daven for him on Shabbos. If, however, there is no immediate

danger, even if there is an eventual danger one may not be mespallel on

Shabbos.
If the patient specifically asked that people should be

mespallel for him on Shabbos, they may be mespallel.

VISITING SICK PEOPLE

l. One may be n)rn lpaD on Shabbos. If, however, by visiting the n)tn he

will become greatly distressed, he should not visit him on Shabbos.

2. One should not push off visiting for Shabbos merely because that is the

day in which he has extra time. Preferably, he should visit during the week.

If one is always busy during the week, and his only time available is Shabbos,

he may go on Shabbos.

3. Upon taking leave of the n)ln, he should not wish him a nn)v nNle"t as he

would normally say during the week. This would be considered davening for
him on Shabbos. Rather he should say, "Nr) nrl-fP nNle'll irtrrt)n N)il ttfvr",
Shabbos refrains us from crying and a speedy recovery is fonhcoming".



HEALTH CARE OF PETS

Even though things for Refuah for people may not be done on Shabbos,
one may take care of animals. The reason is that since a person is not as
concerned with the health of his animal, he will not forget and come to grind
the medicine.186

l. One maylot do things for his pet or animal if it is only for the pleasure of
the anim al.r87

2. If his animal is sick and needs medication or antibiotics, one may give it
on Shabbos.

3. One may not do any Melocho for the need of his animal.r88 If the animal is
in pain, he may tell a non-Jew to do a Melocho for it. The reason for this is
that o',trv) n't)DN (telling_ a non-Jew to do a Melocho), is permitted in
sifuations of o))n ;)yt'.rys.l8e

For example:
One may ask a non-Jew to milk a cow on Shabbos, since it would otherwise
be in pain. The cow should be milked in a way that the milk will go to waste.
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